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Strategia Therapeutics Initiates a Phase 1 Clinical Trial of the Anticancer Agent “FF-10502" For FUJIFILM in Patients with Advanced
Cancers
BOSTON–(BUSINESS WIRE) – Strategia Therapeutics (Strategia), a primary global strategic drug
development provider for FUJIFILM Pharmaceuticals U.S.A., Inc. (FPHU), has initiated a Phase 1
clinical trial of FUJIFILM’s anti-cancer agent FF-10502 in the United States in patients with advanced
solid tumor cancers and lymphoma. The trial is being performed under the direction of Drs. Filip
Janku, M.D. and Gerald Falchook, M.D. as Co-Principal Investigators. Dr. Janku is Assistant Professor
in the Department of Investigational Therapeutics at MD Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, TX, and
Dr. Falchook is Director, Drug Development Program, Sarah Cannon Research Institute, Denver, CO.
Both Drs. Janku and Falchook are experts in early phase cancer clinical research studies of novel new
agents.
FF-10502 is an antimetabolite anti-cancer drug that inhibits DNA synthesis. It has demonstrated
preclinical activity against tumors resistant to gemcitabine therapy, a common anti-cancer agent
used in the treatment of lymphoma and advanced ovarian, metastatic breast, locally advanced and
metastatic lung and pancreatic cancers.
“We are very excited to be collaborating with FPHU and Strategia on this important clinical trial in
patients with advanced solid tumors and lymphomas,” said Gerald Falchook, M.D. “This drug may
provide another alternative for patients who have failed conventional chemotherapeutic approaches,
and we are pleased to be furthering this research at our institution.”
“Strategia is pleased to initiate this important clinical trial for FPHU with these two esteemed
investigators at such prestigious institutions”, said Thomas J. Myers, MD, Strategia Chief Medical
Officer. “FF-10502 has shown activity against important gemcitabine-resistant cancers, and we are
now poised to bring this investigational new drug to patients in the clinical setting.”
About Strategia
Strategia is an integrated pharmaceutical company with the goal of delivering new therapeutics
faster, more efficiently, and at lower overall cost to the drug development process than existing
R&D big pharma models. Strategia organizes small, dedicated teams of global experts specific for
each new therapeutic project to guide strategy, quality, research & development, and
commercialization. This approach streamlines existing R&D and allows us to bring exciting new
investigational therapeutics to patients more rapidly and efficiently.
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